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Abstract

The Mw7.8 Kahramanmaraş Earthquake was larger and more destructive than what had been

expected for the tectonic setting in Southeastern Turkey. By using near-field records we provide

evidence for early supershear transition on the splay fault that hosted the nucleation and early

propagation of the first rupture that eventually transitioned into the East Anatolian fault. We also

find, for the first time ever, field observational evidence showing the mechanism of sub-Rayleigh

to supershear transition. We estimate the instantaneous supershear rupture propagation speed

to be ∼ 1.55Cs and the sub-Rayleigh to supershear transition length to be around ∼ 19.45 km,

very close to the location of one of the stations, closest to the epicenter. This early supershear

transition might have facilitated the continued propagation and triggering of slip on the nearby

East Anatolian Fault leading to amplification of the hazard. The complex dynamics of the

Kahramanmaraş earthquake warrants further studies.

Introduction

On February 6th 2023, a Mw 7.8 earthquake shook the southeastern parts of Turkey and

northern Syria. Preliminary back projection models based on teleseismic data as well as mul-

tiple seismic inversions suggest that rupture initiated at 1:17:355 coordinated universal time

(UTC) on a splay branch fault in the near proximity of the East Anatolian fault [1]. The precise
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location of the hypocenter is currently uncertain. The preliminary hypocenter location was esti-

mated by AFAD to be 37.288°N 37.042°E [2] with a depth of approximately 8 km. It was also

estimated by the USGS to be 37.166°N 37.042°E ± 6.3 km (indicated by the red star marker in

Figure 1) with a depth of approximately 18±3 km [1]. The rupture then propagated north east

subsequently transferring to the East Anatolian fault and starting a sequence of seismic events.

Furthermore, subsequent preliminary geodetic inversions confirmed the multi-segment nature

of the Mw 7.8 rupture. The sequence of events resulted in catastrophic levels of destruction

with substantial humanitarian and financial losses. Based on historical records, the magnitude

of the event and the total rupture length were both much larger than expected for such a tectonic

setting in southern Turkey [3]. This together with the intensity of the measured ground shaking

motivated us to investigate the nature of rupture initiation, propagation, as well as the possibility

of early supershear transition.

Figure 1 illustrates the estimated location of the hypocenter, the approximate strike of the

splay fault which is inferred to be around N22°E based on the aftershock sequence, and the

sense of motion (left lateral for both the splay fault, and the east Anatolian fault). To the best

of our knowledge, three stations exist very close to the splay fault as highlighted by the green

diamonds in Figure 1. Two of these stations: TK:NAR and KO:KHMN are located at 37.3919°N

37.1574°E [2, 4], and herein are referred to as the twin stations because they are at the same

geographical location. Another station TK:4615 is located closer to the epicenter at 37.386°N

37.138°E [2]. The insert in Figure 1 is a schematic of the positions of the stations, showing

the distances x1, x2 relative to the epicenter and the distances L1, L2 relative to the hypocenter

which is located at a depth d. These three stations provide a rare and detailed insight into the

near-field characteristics of the rupture on the splay fault and indeed close examination of these

records have revealed unique observations that we describe below.
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Clear signature of supershear in the twin stations records

Figure 2a shows the time histories of the particle velocities along the fault parallel, the fault

normal, and the vertical directions from the twin stations (TK:NAR solid black line, KO:KHMN

solid red line). These are obtained from the instrument corrected ground motions. The raw

NS, EW and vertical acceleration records are obtained from (AFAD) and (KOERI) respec-

tively (Retrieved 02/09 5:18 PST) [2, 4]. We computed the velocities for TK:NAR by numer-

ically integrating the available acceleration records from AFAD [2]. The velocity response for

KO:KHMN was processed using the Obspy software [5]. We then resolved the computed NS

and EW ground velocity signals parallel and perpendicular to the splay fault shown in Figure

1. To the best of our knowledge, these records correspond to two different instruments and as

a result the good agreement between the records provides a degree of confidence in the quality

of the data to be used in the present study. Here, the first vertical dashed line indicates the first

arrival of P-waves from the hypocenter based on the rupture initiation at the USGS provided

time 1:17:355 coordinated universal time (UTC) [1].

The velocity waveforms for the twin stations reveal unique characteristics. We first observe

that the FP component is clearly more dominant than the FN component. This is atypical of sub-

Rayleigh strike-slip earthquake ruptures which feature more dominant fault normal versus fault

parallel velocity components. However, a dominant fault parallel component is a characteristic

feature of supershear ruptures [6, 7] in which the rupture speed exceeds the shear wave speed of

crustal rock Cs. Such a behavior has been observed both in the laboratory [8, 9, 10] and the field

[9, 11, 12, 13], and has been also predicted by the theory [8, 11, 14]. This provides evidence for

supershear rupture propagation towards the twin stations.

We observe intense ground shaking associated with the arrival of the supershear Mach cone

at the station and we identify this arrival by the red dashed line. Through measuring the change

in ground motion associated with the supershear Mach front, we observe that the ratio of the
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fault parallel δu̇s
FP to the fault normal component δu̇s

FN is approximately ∼ 1.2. As discussed

by Mello et al. 2016, these changes correspond to the shear part of the velocity signal, and are

due to the arrival of the shear Mach lines [8]. The ratio of the changes in the particle velocities

has been theoretically shown by Mello et al. 2016 to depend uniquely on the ratio of the rupture

speed and the shear wave speed as follows δu̇s
FP/δu̇

s
FN =

√
(Vr/Cs)2 − 1. This relationship is

also shown schematically in Figure 2b. Accordingly, and as indicated in the figure, for a ratio

of 1.2, the corresponding supershear rupture speed is ∼ 1.55Cs.

Furthermore, in Figure 2a, the black dashed line indicates the eventual arrival of the trailing

Rayleigh signature which represents the remnant of the initially sub-Rayleigh rupture before it

transitioned to supershear. Figure 2c is a top view detailing the location of the three stations

relative to the epicenter, highlighting the transition length LT after which the rupture speed

Vr exceeds the shear wave speed Cs. It also shows the shear Mach cone interaction with the

stations.

Based on the geometry of Figure 2c, and assuming that the rupture tip initially propagates

at Vr = Cr prior to transition between (0, 0) and (0, LT ) and then transition to Vr = 1.55Cs till

it arrives at the twin stations at x2, we can estimate a transition length LT by further assuming

that the stations are located on the fault [9, 15].

LT = CR
x2 − tsVr

CR − Vr

(1)

Where, ts is the arrival time of the shear Mach cone to the station which can be obtained

from Figure 2a (red dashed line), and Vr is the supershear rupture speed 1.55Cs. In the above

relationship, x2 is furnished as
√
L2
2 − d2 as shown in the insert of Figure 1, where L2 is the

distance of the twin stations from the hypocenter at depth d. L2 is estimated based on the

P-arrival time (first disturbance) from the hypocenter location to the station, and the assumed

dilatational wave speed Cp as we will describe shortly.
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Evidence of sub–Rayleigh to supershear transition in the TK:4165 station record

Similar to Figure 2a, Figure 3a shows the time histories of the particle velocities along

the fault parallel, the fault normal, and the vertical directions obtained from station TK:4165

(AFAD) [2]. However, this record is qualitatively different from the record shown in Figure 2a.

Indeed, we observe here that the fault normal velocity component is larger than the fault par-

allel component, which is characteristic of a primarily sub-Rayleigh rupture. However, careful

examination of the fault parallel record indicates the presence of a small but well defined pulse

ahead of the Rayleigh signature as indicated in the top panel of Figure 3a (shaded region). We

believe that this feature is a supershear pulse, which has just been formed ahead of the primary

rupture which is still propagating at the Rayleigh wave speed. Accordingly, we hypothesize

that station TK:4165 is located very close to the point where the rupture transitioned from sub-

Rayleigh to supershear. It should be noted that the probability of capturing the early stages of

Rayleigh to supershear rupture transition is very low, and has never been observed before in a

near fault field record. However, this transition has been reported experimentally in laboratory

earthquakes performed by Rosakis et al 2004 [16] and Mello et al 2016 [8](We refer the reader

to Figure 14 in [8] for illustration). Specifically, Mello et al 2016 captured this transition by

comparing dynamic, full field photoelastic images of the initial stages of the formation of the

supershear pulse with near fault particle velocity records measured at a location close to the

transitioning rupture and by further correlating the two measurement techniques. The velocity

records were obtained experimentally by a pair of laser velocimeters recording the fault parallel

and fault normal components [8].

To investigate the validity of this hypothesis, related to supershear transition and the location

of TK:4615, we present a preliminary analysis by comparing the location of the station x1 to our

independent estimate of LT obtained from the twin stations record shown in Figure 2a. In order

to do this, we assume Cs = 3320 m/s, and Cp = 5780 m/s which correspond to a Poisson’s ratio
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of 0.25, and are in good agreement with velocity models for the southern Turkey region [3]. It

follows then that CR = 3050 m/s and Vr = 5146 m/s. Based on the P-arrival time at the twin

stations and using the above Cp leads to L2 = 23.7 km. We note that for a hypocenter depth of

d = 10.9 km, equation (1) yields a transition length LT = 19.45 km. We then use the P-wave

arrival time at station TK:4165 to identify its distance from the hypocenter L1 = 22.3 km. Using

the Pythagorean theorem, we compute the epicentral distance of station TK:4165 as x1 = 19.45

km. For this particular choice of depth d , we observe that the location of the station TK:4165

coincides with the location of the sub-Rayleigh to supershear transition, which is consistent

with our hypothesis. This estimate of depth of 10.9 km is within the range predicted by the

different agencies (AFAD and USGS) [1, 2]. Furthermore, computing the distance between the

twin stations and TK:4165 yields δx = x2 − x1 = 1.6 km along the fault strike direction. Since

the total distance between the twin stations and TK:4165 is ∼ 2 km, based on their respective

coordinates, this computed difference in their epicentral distances is a plausible estimate.

Discussion

Our analysis of three rare near-field (∼ 1 km from the fault) velocity records of the Mw7.8

Kahramanmaraş earthquake suggests the rupture that propagated on the splay fault had tran-

sitioned from sub-Rayleigh to supershear speed ( Vr ∼ 1.55Cs) at an epicentral distance of

approximately 19.45 km. The records obtained from the twin stations showing perfect agree-

ment with one another provides confidence in the quality of the data to be used in the present

study. In addition, a station located in such near proximity to the transition point is a unique

occurrence, that to our best knowledge has never been reported before in the literature. Those

rare near-field records captured, for the first time, the in–situ transition mechanism from sub-

Rayleigh to supershear propagation and provided a detailed window into the structure of the

near–fault particle motions in both the fault parallel and fault normal directions. It is unprece-
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dented to have multiple near-field stations capturing the field dynamics of supershear rupture

transition and propagation. This makes these records particularly important and emphasizes the

value of having high-quality near-field data, as such data carries significant local information

about the rupture physics which may be lost in the far-field measurements[17]. Furthermore,

since Mach fronts attenuate only weakly with distance, this early supershear transition on the

splay fault may have enabled strong dynamic stress transfer to the nearby East Anatolian Fault

and contributed to the continued rupture propagation and triggered slip in both the North East

and South West directions as in previous earthquakes[18]. Indeed, prior studies have suggested

that supershear ruptures are more effective in jumping across fault stepovers [19] and activa-

tion of nearby faults[20, 21, 22, 23]. The early supershear transition on the splay fault may

have been favored by the regional stress state. Seismological studies suggest that the splay fault

exists in a N16.4°E compression regime (σ1) and it is under the N80.8°W extension regime

(σ3)[24]. The estimated strike of the splay fault N22°E thus makes it close to being perpendic-

ular to the direction of the minimum principal stress which reduces the overall normal stress on

the fault. This may significantly reduce the fault strength parameter S (e.g. S<1) [25, 16] and

favors transition to supershear rupture over shorter distances. Other mechanisms that may have

favored a rapid supershear transition include on-fault stress or strength heterogeneities [26, 27]

or off-fault material complexities [28, 29]. The extended propagation of the rupture in the NNE

direction may also suggest the existence of a velocity contrast across the fault surface and a

bimaterial effect[30, 31, 32]. Overall, we hope that further studies of the regional stress field

and the structure of the ground motion records will reveal more details about the nature of this

complex multi-segment rupture that led to such a large-scale human tragedy. Future detailed

numerical simulations and analog experimental investigations are also needed to better con-

strain the dynamics of complex fault zones, like the East Anatolian Fault Zone, beyond what is

available from historical records and regional scaling relations. This will help reduce the impact
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of future hazards and better inform preparedness efforts.
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Figure 1: Map of the East Anatolian Fault (EAF) zone highlighting the estimated location of the hypocenter
of the Mw7.8 Kahramanmaraş earthquake. The dashed line represents the inferred splay fault trace based on
the recorded seismicity obtained from AFAD. The green diamonds indicate the location of the nearest seismic
station to the fault trace. The black arrows indicate the left lateral sense of motion of the fault. The insert is a
schematic of the relative epicenteral and hypocentral locations of the stations.
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Figure 2: Supershear characteristics of near field records at stations TK:NAR, and KO:KHMN. (a) The
instrument corrected records of the fault parallel, fault normal, and vertical particle velocities obtained at stations
TK:NAR (black solid line), and KO:KHMN (red solid line). Note that the fault parallel component is larger than
the fault normal component suggesting supershear rupture propagation. The blue dashed line indicates the arrival
of the P-wave, the red dashed line indicates the arrival of the shear Mach front, and the black dashed line indicates
the arrival of the trailing Rayleigh signature. (b) The theoretical relationship between the ratios of FP and FN
velocity changes due the passage of the Mach front and supershear rupture speed normalized by the shear wave
speed. For a ratio of velocity changes ∼ 1.2, the rupture propagates at approximately 1.55Cs, (c) Schematic
diagram showing the top view on the surface highlighting the location of the stations, as well as the arrival of the
shear Mach front. The green triangles indicate the locations of the stations. The epicenter is marked by a yellow
star. The transition point is marked by the green square and associated error bars. The green arrow indicates the
rupture propagation direction.
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Figure 3: The transition from sub-Rayleigh to supershear rupture propagation is captured by the TK:4615
station. (a) The instrument corrected records of the fault parallel, fault normal, and vertical particle velocities. The
highlighted region indicates the emergence of a supershear pulse ahead of the characteristic signature of a sub-
Rayleigh rupture. (b) A schematic of the location of the station relative to the epicenter and hypocenter (yellow
stars) location. The green triangle indicates the location of the stations. The epicenter is marked by a yellow star.
The transition point is marked by the green square and associated error bars. The green arrow indicates the rupture
propagation direction. Station TK:4615 is located within close proximity to the transition point.
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